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SUMMARY !

. Scope: This routine, unannounced inspection addressed the routine, biennial !

inspection of Class 11 research reactor operation 6nd followup of previous open
items, including health physics items.

'Results: The licensee's responses to earlier NRC initiatives were found to be
thorough and timely. Documentation of activities in operations and maintenance !

-log. books and in test, experiment, and surveillance records was thorough and i

complete. Analysis and evaluation of the measurements and results of required
'

surveillance tests met or exceeded regulatory requirements.
.

The -licensee interprets the requirements of surveillance intervals on a
L month-to-month basis, rather than on an elapsed time basis. Thus, if a sur-
! veillance is required semiannually, with an interval not to exceed eight :
l' _ months, the licensee assumes that a test performed anytime in month one should

be performed again in month seven and must be perfortr,ed by the end of month
nine.- On an elapsed time basis, the interval might well exceed eight months or

L 248 days. One violation of the maximum surveillance interval, with two exam-
L ples, is discussed in paragraph 4.b.

The airborne particle detector in the reactor boy was not adjusted to alarm at
;- - a setpoint that-could be correlated with the maximum permissible concentration
' for any airborne material. The performance of the detector is under review and

has been identified as an unresolved item - paragraph 5.

No other violations or deviations d re identified.
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REPORT DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

Licensee Employees

*J. S. Tulenko, Chairman, Nuclear Engineering Sciences Department
*W. G. Vernetsen. Director of Nuclear Facilities
*P. M. Whaley, Reactor Manager

Other licensee employees contacted included technicians, cperators, and
office personnel.

* Attended exit interview on November 16, 1989.

2. InitialInterview(40750)

Discussion with the facility staff confirmed that the facility organiza-
tion is in conformance with Technical Specification 6.2.1 as described in
figure 6.1. There have been no changes in the organization since the last
inspection. The licensee did report that a new dean of engineering had
been installed since then,

,

The RSRS completed its audits for calendar years 1987 and 1988 in a timely
manner. Review of the audits cenfirmed that the requirements of Technical
Specification 6.2.5 were satisfied. The contents of the audits reflect
serious consideration on the part of each of the four auditors rather than

_

a pro forma approach to the tasks. No major problems were revealed by the :

audits. Minor problems uncovered were addressed promptly and effectively
by the facility management. It was noted that the audits did not include
the operations log book; although, the daily and weekly checkouts were
reviewed in the most recent audit. TS 6.2,5(4) requires selective (but
comprehensive) examination of operating records, logs, and other docu-
ments. At the exit interview, the inspector stated that more frequent
selection of operating logs for audit was desirable.

Throughout the period reviewed during this inspection, the RSRS met with a
frequency that met or exceed the requirements of TS 6.2.5. As with the
audit reports, the meeting minutes reflected serious and productive
consideration of reactor issues on the part of the RSRS.

The inspector's review of the service request log for the period from ;

October 1987 to October 1989 identified no experiments sufficiently |
different from those performed routinely to justify further review.

No violations or deviations were identified. j

|
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3. Initial Facility Tour (40750)
:

The ir. ector toured the facility with the Director of Nuclear Facilities
shortly af ter arrival on site. Housekeeping in the reactor bay and
control room was acceptable, and appeared to be improved since the last
tour by tb 'nector.

Postings in the rol room included the individual NRC letters for e:ch
operator confirming a current license and listing the license expiration
date and restrictions. A status board showed the requalification status
of each operator, and all were current with respect to required manipula-,

tions and checkouts of the facility. A later review of monthly operating'

summaries showed all licensed operators to be current with the require-
ments for manipulations and checkouts.

No refueling has taken place since the last operations inspection (87-04,
October 1987). Facility management expects no fuel movement, other than
the biennial inspection of two, selected fuel assemblies, prior to replac-
ing the core with low-enriched fuel. That activity has not yet been
scheduled.

No violations or deviations were identified.

4. RecordsReview(40750)

a. Logs and Records

The operations log sheets for the period from October 1987 to Novem-
ber 1989 were reviewed. Log entries were complete as appropriate.
Specific attention was given to power level entries for the nuclear
instruments and primary coolant temperature rise and the experiments
in process. No instances of overpower operation were identified by i

review of the logged entries of the indications of the calibrated .

nuclear instruments. Several instances were noted in which the
coolant temperature change through the core was logged as being 17*F
for periods of an hour or more with the logged coolant flow at 41.5
gpm or greater. These equated to thermal power of about 105 kw or
105 percent of licensed power. During inspection of control room
activities, the inspector noted that the basic inlet and outlet
temperature measurements were read and logged from the stamped output
of a multipoint recorder. It is difficult to resolve the basic
measurements to a few tenths of a degree. Hence, the error in the
temperature difference may be one-half degree or more. Therefore,
the relatively large temperature differences were not interpreted as
evidence of overpower operation. However, the operators should be
cautioned against continued operation with the temperature difference
greater than some limiting value.

The Maintenance Log was reviewed for the period October 1987 to
October 1989. The maintenance load appears to be increasing. In
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calendar years 1987 and 1988 there were 46 and 53 activities logged. |

1 - respectively. In the ten months ending in October 1989, there were
'

61 entries logged. In the two-year span of the log that was re-
viewed, the only clusters of activities by system were the dilution
fan with 11 entries, the safety ar.d regulating blades with 8 entries,
and the safety channels with 6 entries. Performance of these systemsi

was discussed with the licensee, who voiced the opinion that the
dilution fan and safety channels have undergone sufficient refurbish-
ment to remove them from any future list of high-maintenance systems.
Many of the entries of safety and regulating blade maintenance were-
to replace burned out current indicating lamps, which either caused ;

the blade to fall to the fully inserted position or to fail to
withdraw. The licensee has instituted a program of more frequent
replacement of the lamps to preclude their failure in service. None j

of the maintenance on the blades was on components that affected the
,

capability of the blades to perform their required safety function. ]

b. Surveillances j

The following surveillances completed in the period from October 1987 j
to October 1989 were reviewed for completeness and timeliness:

S-1, Blade Drop Time Checks, was performed on November 11, 1987; June
.

113-14, 1988; December 5, 1988; August 31, 1989; and September 13,
1989. Satisfactory results were reported in all cases, and no trend

;of increasing or decreasing drop times was apparent. The period from
December 5, 1988, to August 31, 1989, is eight months and twenty-six $

days. TS 4.2.2(1) requires drop times to be measured semiannually at '

intervals not to exceed eight months. The licensee stated that their
interpretation of the requirement was that, if a surscillance was
due in a month, it could be performed at anytime within that month.
This interpretation could add nearly a month tc any surveillance '

interval. Failure to perform the surveillance of rod drop time -

within eight months, calculated day-to-day, has been identified as i

one example of violation 50-083/89-04-01. .

S-2, Blade Reactivity Worth Determination, was performed with accept-
able frequency and results during the period reviewed. There ap-
peared to be good consistency between blade worth distributions from
measurement to measurement. TSs 3.1(1), 3.1(2), 3.1(4), and 4.2.1(1)
were satisfied by these measurements.

A-2, Nuclear Instrument Calibration Check and Heat Balance, wu
performed on March 31,1987; March 3,1988; and March 31, 1989.
There was no significant drift in instrument readings between sur-
veillances. As discussed in paragraph 4.a above, resolution of
temperature measurements from the chart recorder is difficult. By
the time the next heat balance surveillance is performed, the licen-
see expects to have improved temperature measuring equipment in-
stalled. The primary flow instrument is a strain-gauge-based device,

,
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which has not been calibrated since it left the factory. The licen-
see is currently reviewing the need and methods for recalibrating the
flow instrument.

A-3, Temperature Coefficient of Reactivity, was performed on October
27, 1987; September 27, 1988; and October 27, 1989. The results and !

thesurveillanceintervalssatisfiedTS3.1(3)and4.2.1(2).
,

Q-1, Quarterly Scram Checks, was performed on December 9, 1987; March |c '
30,1988; June 17,1988; September 6,1988; December 15, 1988;

'February 21, 1989; June 27, 1989; and September 8, 1989. The inter-
val between February 21 and June 27, 1989 is four months and six
days. TS 4.1(2) and TS Table 3.2 require that these checks be
performed four times per year at four-month maximum interval. This
extended surveillance interval has been identified as a second
example of violation 50-083/89-04-01. No operational problems or

.

significant drifts were identified in these surveillances. !

Q-2, Area Monitor Calibration and Stack Monitor Check, was performed
with acceptable frequency and results during the period from February
11, 1987, to September 28, 1989, and TS 4.2.4(1) was satisfied.

B-2, Biennial Inspection of Incore Reactor Fuel Elements, was com-
pleted on June 24, 1988, and satisfied TS 4.2.7(1). Visual inspection
of assemblies UF-28 and UF-10 revealed no evidence of deterioration.
This surveillance was last performed during February 5-7, 1986, when
all fuel assemblies were inspected during reloading following the
blade repair outage.

SOP-E.8, Verification of UFTR Negative Void Coefficient of Reactivi-
ty, was performed successfully on February 23, 1987, and February 15,
1989. The biennial surveillance requirement of TS 4.2(3) was satis-
fied. During the 1987 test, rapid closing of a gas pressure valve ,

led to an unstable indication of water level and a reactor trip. The
trip report recommended adding a caution to S0P-E.8 to secure gas
pressure more slowly. However, the 50P had not been revised by the
time of the next test or this inspection. The unfulfilled revision
was brought to the attention of the licensee, ano the appropriate
procedure change had been initiated for review by the RSRS by the end
of this inspection.

c. Drills

Eight quarterly emergency drills were held from October 29, 1987, to
July 24, 1989. Most drill scenarios were based upon the uncon-
trolled release of reactor-irradiated material to the facility with
the material choice typical of current activities. However, the

,

drill on December 21, 1987, did simulate the design basis accident of'

.

a dropped fuel assembly with an injured and contaminated person.
| Performance of this drill was responsive to comments by the inspector
l during inspection 87-04.
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Violation 50-083/89-04-01: The allowable surveillance intervals for blade
drop time checks and for the quarterly scram check were exceeded.

No additional violations or deviations were identified.,

5. Radioactive Effluents Surveillance (61745)

The licensee is required by TS 4.2.4(1) to verify the operability of the
APD before each reactor startup as part of the daily checkout. TS ,

4.2.4(1) also requires calibration of the APD quarterly at intervals not
to exceed 4 months.

Through review of the operations logs by the inspector verified that the
operation of the APD was checked prior to reactor startup. The inspector ,

also reviewed the quarterly calibration log for instruments used within '

the reactor facility and determined that a calibration or response check :
was being performed quarterly as required. When asked what the alarm set
point was on the APD and what MPCa or fraction thereof the APD would
detect before alarming, the licensee indicated that that information was
not available. The APD was set to alarm at 30,000 cpm but that number
could not be related to any type of MPCa or other airborne concentration ;

data.

The inspector informed that licensee that this item would be considered
and tracked by the NRC as unresolved item (50-83/89-04-02). !

6. Followup of Open Items (92700, 92701, 92702)
.

a. (Closed)Inspectorfollowupitem 50-083/87-04-01: Verbatim compliance with
procedures to be a specific topic in the operator requalification program.

A lecture stressing and interpreting verbatim compliance with procedures
has been made a part of the lesson plan on SOPS in the biennial operator !

requalification program. The lecture was last presented on May 10, 1989. ;

For the requalification program to be conducted from July 1989 to June
1991, training on procedures is scheduled to be conducted in February 1990
and in April 1991.

b. (Closed)Inspectorfollowupitem 50-083/89-01-01: Verification and Docu-
mentation of Training for Personnel Frequenting the UFTR Facility.

During a previous inspection, an inspector identified the need for the
licensee to assure adequate 10 CFR Part 19 training and maintain the
associated documentation for all personnel who were allowed routine access
to the reactor facility for performing work, experiments, or surveys. The
licensee had created a training package for all such personnel and estab-
lished a training packet for each person. The training package, entitled
Radiation Worker Instruction and dated March 1989, contained 10 CFR Part
19 and 20 material, instructions from NRC Form 3, and included topics
covered by Regulatory Guides 8.13 and 8.29. The package also included a
requirement for each person to be trained in the use of UFTR radiation
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detection instruments. The training package appeared to be adequate. The
inspector reviewed the training packets for selected individuals and found
that all had received the training and had signed the packets verifying
completion thereof.

c. (Closed) Violation 50-083/89-01-02: Failure to conduct adequate surveys to
evaluate the radiation hazards associated with selected reactor vertical
beam port and pneumatic conveyor facility operations.

The inspector reviewed and verified implementation of corrective actions
stated in the University of Florida response dated May 4, 1989. The
inspector verified that the procedure used to perform surveys in the areas
around the reactor and around the reactor facility and control such work
(Radiation Control Technique No. 31, Instruction for Performing UFTR
Environmental Radiation Surveys, revision effective May 26,1989),had
been reviewed and revised.

The inspector reviewed the detailed surveys taken by the licensee subse-
quent to the detection and isolation of the collimated beams above the
vertical beam ports of the reactor and following installation of the
redesigned shield plugs to correct the problem. It appeared that the new
shield plugs were effective in reducing the radiation levels above the
vertical beam ports to an acceptable level. Before installation of the
redesigned plugs, the radiation level readings at contact with the three
vertical plugs varied from 60 to greater than 200 mr/hr using a G-M
type detector with the reactor at 100 percent power. Following installa-
tion of the redesigned plugs, the radiation level readings at contact with
the three vertical plugs varied from 9 to 35 mr/hr using a G-M survey
instrument.

The inspector also reviewed the training that had been givcn to all
UFTR-associated personnel involved in performing radiation surveys at the
reactor facility. Reactc: operators and liealth Physics (HP) technicians
from the campus Radiation Control Office were trained in May and in July
1989. The training appeared to be adequate.

(For a discussion of corrective actions taken with regard to the pneumatic ;
conveyor system, see the next item.)

d. (Closed) Violation 50-083/89-01-03: Failure to maintain unrestricted area
radiation exposure levels.

The inspector reviewed and verified implementation of the corrective
actions outlined in the University of Florida's response to the ,

violation dated May 4, 1989. Immediately following discovery of an
apparent collimated beam on March 17, 1989, which emanated from the
area where the pneumatic transfer system, or " rabbit" system
breached the reactor shielding and created exposure levels outside
the reactor building exceeding 2 mr/hr, the licensee installed
additional temporary shielding to reduce the exposure level to less
than 2 me/hr outside the building. A sign was also posted to warn
personnel not to move the temporary shielding. Subsequently, on

I
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March 23, 1989, permanent shielding was installed at the end of the :
<

" rabbit" system and " official" signs were posted to prohibit anyone from l'

moving the shieldino without the approval and surveillance of HP and a |'reactor operator. A radiation survey was also performed which indicated
that radiation levels outside the building were below 2 mr/hr. The
licensee also conducted training concerning the problem with portable- .

shielding and collimated beams of radiation and revised Radiation Controli 3

' Technique No. 31 as noted above. ;

!

The inspector observed the shielding that had been installed by the ;

licensee and verified that the postings were in place. The inspector also ,

performed a radiation level survey in the area of the reactor building
inside the door where the problem had been discovered and outside the
door. The radiation survey outside the door indicated that the exposure
level, at contact with the door, was still very close to the 2 mr/hr limit '

with the reactor operating at 100 percent power. In discussing this with
the licensee representatives, the licensee agreed to erect some type of
barrier outside the door (which consists of both a personnel access door
and a metal roll up door) to prevent any further problems. The' inspector
indicated that construction and posting of such a barrier would be tracked
by the NRC as inspector followup item 50-083/89-04-03,

e. (Closed)Inspectorfollowupitem 50-083/89-01-04: Evaluation of airborne
particulate concentration action limits to meet 10 CFR 20 Appendix action
limits.

During a previous inspection, the licensee had agreed to evaluate whether
their use of a less restrictive action limit of 3 E-9 uC1/mi for airborne
particulate radionuclide activity was adequate. The inspector stated that
unless the licensee had evaluated the potential mixture of radionuclides
in their air particulate samples, the more appropriate action limit would
be the most restrictive MPCa of 6 E-13 uCi/ml for an unknown mixture of
radionuclides in restricted areas.

,

After evaluating the situation, the licensee decided to initiate a program
that will involve collecting six air samples in the reactor facility on a
semiannual basis. The volume of each sample will be approximately 4.7 E7
ml (representing a collection time of 90 minutes) and will be counted for
15 hours. This will establish a LLD below 1,32 E-14 uC1/ml and allow the
licensee to use an action limit of 3 E-11 uC1/ml if no activity is detect- '

ed on the six representative air samples.

f. (Closed) Information Notice 89-27: Limitations on the Use of Waste Forms
and High Integrity Containers for the Disposal of Low-Level Radioactive
Waste.

The inspector determined that this NRC notice had been received by the
licensee, reviewed for applicability, and distributed to appropriate
personnel:

No violations or deviations were identified.

!
._
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7. Exit Interview
i

The inspection scope and findings were summarized on November 16, 1989
with those persons indicated in paragraph I above. The inspectors de-
scribed the areas inspected and discussed in detail the inspection find-
ings. No dissenting comments were received from the licensee. The
licensee did not identify as proprietary any of the materials provided to

'

[ or reviewed by the inspectors during this inspection.

The folicwing items were identified:

Violation 50-083/89-04-01: The allowable surveillance intervals for blade
drop time checks and for the quarterly scram check were exceeded - para- #

graph 4.b.

Unresolved item 50-083/89-04-02: APD setpoint and performance did not
correlate with the maximum permissible concentration for any material -
paragraph 5.

Inspector followup item 50-83/89-04-03: The licensee agreed to erect a
barrier outside the personnel access door and a metal roll up door to
prevent personnel access to a radiation area that might exist during use

,

of the pneumatic conveyor irradiation system paragraph 6.

8. Acronyms and Initialisms Used in This Report

APD airborne particulate detector-

CFR code of federal regulations-

counts per minute :cpm -

'F degrees Fahrenheit-

G-M Geiger-Mueller detector-

gpm gallons per minute .

HP health physics or health physicist-

kilowattskw -

LLD lower limit of detection-

MPCa
'

maximum permissible concentration of airborne material
mr/hr- millirem /hr
NRC Nuclear Regulatory Commission-

RSRS - Reactor Safety Review Subcommittee
S0P standard operating procedure-

TS technical specification-

:

uCi/ml- microcuries per milliliter
VFTR - University of Florida Training Reactor

|
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